
Only one rock superstar ever walked away from fame and 
fortune for God.  

Only one escaped death twice, put his life in danger in 
some of the most brutal regions in the world, gave away 
most of his fortune, and was stereotyped around the globe 
as a terrorist.

And only one star is now making an unprecedented second 
comeback, this time after a 25-year absence from the stage.

That one is Cat Stevens. And Wild World is his story.

Great biographical films were made about the lives of 
Ray Charles and Johnny Cash, garnering plenty of Oscar 
considerations and awards.  

And Cat Stevens’story has that potential. Partly because 
it includes the most spectacular religious conversion in 
rock history: Cat Stevens’ conversion to Islam. A faith 
that may be the world’s most controversial. A faith that 
is at the center of two on-going American wars. A faith that 
may be the world’s most misunderstood.
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Wild World: The Cat Stevens Story tells the tale of a 
remarkable human being and the riveting truth behind the 
Muslim religion. It also clears up false rumors and tells 
the real story of Cat Stevens while taking you on an 
unforgettable journey through popular music, personal 
struggle and stunning religious conversion.

While reading this, think of Kate Winslet as Katharine. 
Meryl Streep as Cat’s mother, Ingrid. Mark Ruffalo as his 
brother, David. And Archie Panjabi as Fauzia. Then check 
out the trailer/promotional film I made to see me as Cat 
Stevens.

Once the story begins to unfold, you’ll feel its compelling 
nature. And you’ll want to be part of this groundbreaking 
movie whose timing couldn’t be more perfect.  

Put Wild World: The Cat Stevens Story on the top of your 
list for consideration. 

Because this offer won’t be on the market for long.

Tom Fry


